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PART 1: Where to find leads
Following are just some places where you can find leads.

New contracts press releases
Companies frequently announce when they win a large contract. Contracts typically
mean growth for these companies and contracts are often for extended periods of time.
In many cases, these contracts are awarded from government agencies to private
companies. They are often for services to be performed over a period of time and/ or for
a specific number of units of a product to be produced. These are not large military
contracts; these are contracts for basic products and services. The companies
announcing these contracts may be new to you.
First, ask yourself what the company does and determine whether it’s a good target for
the Trade Exchange service.
Then, ask yourself what the company will need in order to perform the services stated in
the contract. Sometimes the specifications for materials and sub-contractors are already
locked down as part of the contract; other times there’s more flexibility. The contract
winner may also experience growth in its business as a result of winning the contract. This
may lead to additional sales opportunities for products and services to support that
growth.

Relocation announcements
Companies frequently announce when they win a large contract. When a company
moves, much more than its location changes. Why is it moving? Does it need more
space? Less? Is it moving across town or to a completely new area? You’ll find sales
opportunities exist well beyond moving and storage services.
If the company is moving to larger space, growth is anticipated. This means it may need
everything from desks and computers to telephones and office supplies. Perhaps the
opportunity will come in six months, but the company’s move to a larger space tells you
those needs exist now or will exist soon.
Recruiting services are also a logical need for a company moving to new space.
Whether you sell recruitment advertising, placement, recruiting, or temporary staffing, it
may be an opportunity for you.
An office move can also trigger a huge infrastructure upgrade in many cases. Even if you
know there is an entrenched supplier, a move event is the perfect time to make contact.
Perhaps the current supplier will be inconvenient in the new location or can’t
competitively handle the new project.
Moves can be announced in local newspapers, as part of local news articles or stories, in
public filing documentation, or through press releases.
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Product Launch Press Releases
Companies often announce new products and updates to existing products via a press
release. These companies may be new to you. Plus, there is a compelling event at the
company which will likely create sales opportunities.
First, ask yourself what the company does and determine whether it’s a good target for
Trade Exchange’s service.
Then, ask yourself what the new product means for the company. Sales opportunities
supporting a product launch include, but are not limited to, marketing services,
advertising services, direct mail, printing, and list procurement. Additionally, growth
opportunities created by the product launch may lead to needs for other services.

New Executives
New executives joining companies create tremendous sales opportunities within their
functional areas. A new executive hire is a threat to current product and service
providers, and an opportunity for new providers. Typically, the new executive is excited
about making changes and the company is prepared to support the new spending for
those changes.
For example, a new Vice President of Sales may be very receptive to new sales training
program ideas. Or, a new Human Resource Director may plan to start outsourcing
certain recruiting functions. A company normally does not invest the time and energy in
hiring a new executive without also making a commitment and/ or having the desire for
that functional area to grow and expand. This means budget dollars will be allocated to
the functional area, and subsequently invested through purchases (translating into sales
for some).
New executive hires are defined as an executive who is new to the company. A person
promoted from within the company to a new executive role does not necessarily create
as many new sales opportunities.
Companies often announce new executive hires with a press release, in local
newspapers (usually the business section - often on Mondays in the larger metropolitan
cities), on city or region websites (see tip #15), and in trade publications.

Local Development Projects
A development project could be a new housing community, shopping center, office
park, or mixed-use complex. Often these projects are announced in the very early stages
in an effort to attract tenants. Development projects create spending clusters -- groups
of consumers and businesses that will spend money in the area of the project.
By the time the project is advertised, most opportunities for construction contractors and
construction-related activities are likely fulfilled.
Additional sales opportunities exist for all types of products and services, so you need to
make your product or service known within the spending cluster. First, contact the
developer and ask how it’s helping new tenants find services. Second, network in the
area. Find (or start) a networking breakfast meeting for new business tenants. Third, visit
the area often and look for opportunities to introduce yourself to the community.
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Sales opportunities typically exist for printing, cleaning, delivery, landscaping, moving,
storage, service repair, and design/ decorating.
Development projects are advertised in the business and real estate sections of local
newspapers, or check the websites for local city or county planning boards.

Company Cars and Trucks
Company cars and trucks are all around town, and once you become aware and look
for them, you’ll be amazed by how many you see each day.
You’ll see vehicles simply advertising the company, and you’ll see working vehicles like
delivery trucks, equipment vans, etc. Ask yourself what the company does and what it
means if it has company vehicles.
A company vehicle may mean different insurance requirements, maintenance business,
leasing opportunities for future vehicles, and mobile access needs.

Venture Capital Investment Press Releases
Search for press releases from companies in your area that announce a recent
investment in the company. These companies have just reached an incredibly important
milestone. Raising venture capital money is difficult, and it should mean that the
company is poised for significant growth. Not all investments lead to a company going
public; but for your purposes, these are terrific companies to target.
A company with venture capital funding is a company with money in the bank and a
need to invest/ spend that money in order to expand the company’s operations.
Sales opportunities may exist in nearly every area. Read the press release carefully to
identify the likely opportunities. Generally, the press release will give some indication of
how the company plans to invest the money. For example, it might state funds may be
used for sales and marketing, product development, capital equipment, etc.

Building Directories
If you visit a building and begin making cold calls to its tenants with little to no positive
reception, consider this two-step approach to working a building...
First, choose the building, confidently walk straight into it, and go to the elevator area.
Then, go to the top floor. Walk the floor with a sense of purpose and simply write down
the names of the companies you see there. Take the elevator down to the next floor and
do it again. You’ll look up the companies on the web later, and get more useful
information without the risk of being thrown out of the building. (Sometimes stairwells are
locked from the stairs side, so take the elevator, if you can. Otherwise you may find
yourself walking all the way to the ground floor to get out.)
Second, on your way out, stop by the building’s directory and scan to see if you missed
anyone.
Identify one building a week in your area, and work it to make sure you’re aware of
every company in your target market and territory.
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Local Newsletters
Several local markets with a high population of technology-related companies publish
daily email newsletters with updates and news about companies in the area. These
newsletters are a terrific source of information on small and new companies.

Local Region Focused Websites & Online Directories
Nearly all major metropolitan cities have at least one website focused on the
metropolitan area. This is a terrific source to identify local companies and their events.
Remember, these events tell you what types of activities these companies are doing,
and then you can identify sales opportunities.

Business Information Websites
Extensive (and free) information on thousands of public and private companies is
available through several different websites. Each offers a basic profile and gives you a
quick overview of what the company does, contact details, competitive landscape, and
the names of key people.
e.g. Kompass.com.au

Newspaper “Weekend” Section
Many local newspapers publish on Friday, a weekend section that covers entertainment,
shopping, festivals, etc., that will take place over the weekend. The articles, calendar of
events, and event descriptions will help you in two ways to find new business that
organize these functions.
First, it’s a source for finding companies you may not know. Contact information is often
included, so it will be easy to call or visit these companies.
Second, you can learn about some of a company’s needs based on what the company
is promoting. If it’s a show, you can expect it may need printing services in the future. If
it’s an open house, you can expect it may need advertising and promotional services in
the future.
As always, ask yourself what the company does, and what it needs based on the event.

Provider Reviews
Publishers, online and offline, often print product and service reviews as part of their
publications. These reviews are intended to provide readers with information to help
them make an informed buying decision for a product or service.
As a part of these reviews, the publisher will often profile the leading providers of a
product or service. This may be presented as a “top 10” list or it may mention the
companies in the reviews.
Conduct web searches for reviews of products and services your current customers
provide.
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Free Publications
Some industry publications (e.g., magazines, newsletters, e-newsletters, etc.) are
circulated for free to “qualified recipients.” Qualified recipients are people who identify
themselves as meeting a certain set of demographics. These are the demographics that
the advertisers in the publication seek to reach with their marketing messages.
Trade or vertical publications typically contain articles by or about your competitors,
prospects and/ or customers. Articles often are case studies about how ABC Company
successfully used XYZ’s product or service.
Study these publications and the articles for potential customer names, contact
information for decision makers, and competitors.
Identify these publications in your industry or vertical, and sign up to receive them. A
quick industry search on any Internet search engine or an industry association website
should point you in the right direction.

Chamber of Commerce / Local Business Groups
If you’re a small business, you may promote your products and services with the SBA. You
may also research and respond to contracting opportunities that are appropriate for
small businesses.
You should also contact your local or regional SBA office to learn what opportunities it
offers. Some offices may provide email notification of opportunities as they become
available.
There are many local networking groups you can join. These networking groups often list
their meetings (usually breakfast meetings) in the Monday business section of the local
newspaper.
The groups can be organized around a of variety themes. Some may be for people in a
certain industry, while others might be based on businesses in a certain part of town.
Join the networking groups, attend their meetings, and create an awareness among this
group for Trade Exchange’s service offering.

Economic Development Programs
States, cities and counties (and often multiple localities together) operate economic
development programs of all types. These programs can range from educational
seminars and trade missions to loans and tax credits, or any variety of activities designed
to nurture small business growth in the locality.
Research the programs available in your territories. Visit their websites. You’ll often find a
directory or list of companies in the area.

Trade Show Directories
Ask your members at which trade shows they are likely to exhibit. Or, spend some time
looking at your existing customer base, and identify the different industry groups to which
your customers belong. You may find you have several clients in one industry. Then,
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research the trade shows that serve those industries. Most trade show websites allow you
to search by both city and industry.
Once you’ve identified the trade shows, then visit the event sponsor’s website. The
website should provide a list of past and planned exhibitors.
Contact the companies that are exhibitors. They may have needs for your products and
services similar to your current customers. In many cases, these companies may be direct
competitors of your customers.

Business Incubators
Many cities and counties have created incubator programs or operate incubator office
buildings. Typically, these programs and buildings provide services to small, often
technology-oriented companies. The cities and counties are hoping to benefit from the
future tax dollars these companies will generate for the locality.
Identify the incubator programs or buildings in your area. Generally, you’ll find a directory
of companies when you visit the website or visit in person.
Remember, these are generally smaller companies that may have smaller budgets and
fewer needs for services. However, you can benefit from their future growth by starting
your relationship with them early.

Craft Shows, Bizarres, Festivals
Festivals are terrific places to find companies. Two ways to do this…
First, you can attend the event and get to know some of these companies so you can
better understand their needs. Use it as a networking event, but respect their time and
never interfere with their reason for being there, which is to find and serve their
customers.
Second, obtain a copy of the event guide and contact these companies after the
event.
These SOHOs (small office/ home office) or micro-businesses (typically defined as
companies with 0-10 employees) can be great sales prospects for printing services,
marketing and advertising products, shipping services, computers, credit card
processing, and telecommunication needs.
These events are often advertised or listed in local newspapers and magazines.
Additionally, a web search using any of the words in the title above will point you in the
right direction.

Local Events & Seminars
Local organizations often promote seminars, speakers and events. Most newspapers
publish a calendar of local business events on Mondays.
Review these published events and attend those that may attract companies and/ or
individuals that fit your customer profile. Many of these events may be free.
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Also, remember to consider as a prospect the company that’s hosting the event.
Research what it does, and consider why it’s hosting the seminar. If it’s a private
company, the seminar is likely an effort to attract prospects. If it’s a local business
organization, it may be trying to attract future members or to serve existing members.
What needs can you infer from the fact that it offers these events, and what sales
opportunities are created? Advertising, lead generation, lead tracking, marketing
communications, and sales training immediately come to mind.

Association Meetings
Association meetings are often listed in the calendar of events in the Monday business
section of local newspapers, as well as on trade show websites, and in other trade
publications specific to the industry. You can also look for an association or group of
associations on any search engine, and then look in the “press” or “event” area of the
association’s website for additional event details.
The meetings may not be good selling opportunities, but knowing who’s hosting and
who’s attending is valuable.
You’ll find associations and conferences for almost any type of business activity. Identify
those that appear to be the best match for your members products and services, and
start attending.

Public Shows & Events
Retailers, wholesalers, and industry groups often sponsor large public shows and events at
local convention centers or similar properties. These are typically car shows, boat shows,
home and garden shows, etc. Many are free; others may require an admission ticket.
The shows are designed for the exhibitors to sell their products and services. This is the
reason many of these events are free. Ask yourself what the exhibiting companies do
and who will be in attendance. Both exhibitors and attendees are potential prospects for
those selling products and services that support the needs of these groups.
Evaluate a show by asking what other opportunities are created when someone attends
a show.
For example, an end-of-summer boat show will attract boat companies as exhibitors and
people interested in buying boats as attendees. All boat companies in attendance have
a variety of business product and service needs. By attending the show, you may
discover companies new to you. On the other side, the potential boat buyers (the
attendees) may be in the market for an additional vehicle to haul the boat, boat
insurance, financing options, or storage options.
Many shows are advertised in local newspapers and magazines, and on television, or
can be found by searching local convention facilities’ websites (which can be found by
searching online or in a phone book).
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Newspaper Articles
Newspapers (and their websites) cover all aspects of the companies and the people
that may be of interest to their subscribers. While businesses are typically covered in the
business section of a newspaper, they are also mentioned in human interest and other
stories that appear throughout the entire newspaper. For consumers or individuals, the
reverse is true. While people are typically profiled in the lifestyle and local sections, they
are also mentioned in the business sections.
If you sell locally, become an avid reader of your newspaper (or its website) - the entire
newspaper. Look beyond the business section and read about the arts, entertainment,
local business, politics, etc. You’ll discover the names of many companies and top
decision makers at these companies, as well as the individuals in your community who
may need your members product or service.
For example, a story about a charity fundraiser may mention the names of several local
business people who are associated with the charity. What products or services does a
busy executive need?
Or, a story about the development of a new shopping mall may focus on the negative
impact the mall will have on traffic; however, you’ll likely find numerous retail companies
mentioned, and quotes from the owners of these companies. What does this new mall
mean to these companies? What types of sales opportunities will this create?

Online Networking Sites
If you’re connected to the Internet, then it’s easy to get connected to just about
anyone, anywhere. Online networking sites like LinkedIn and Jigsaw can help you create
a national network of business contacts. You can search for people by company,
industry, interest or geographic area -- and once you’ve set up your profile, then people
can find you, too.
So, put yourself out there by visiting…

Tradeshows
Many trade shows are often overlooked because most people search for trade shows
that are directly related to what they do. Instead, ask yourself what types of companies
and individuals will attend the trade show. What do they do, and what does it mean
when they attend a trade show?
Most companies attend trade shows to find new customers. Pick up the trade show
directory and gather business cards and literature. You can speak with the exhibitors, but
never interfere with their primary reason for being there, which is to find new customers.
Consider the individuals attending a tradeshow, either behind the booth for a company
or walking the floor as an attendee. These individuals are consumers, and you know they
have a certain interest in the show’s topic. Attend the show, network and gather business
cards. Visit the event website or the event management company’s website, and you’ll
likely find a list of past or planned exhibitors.
For example, attend a trade show for customer relationship management software and
services, and you’ll see sales & marketing people both in attendance and exhibiting.
These people likely have a sales and service force, because they have an interest in
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CRM software. A sales trainer would benefit simply by attending and learning about
companies with large sales forces.
Trade shows are often listed in the Monday business section of local newspapers (and
their websites) and on any one of the websites that lists trade show events.

Association Websites & Directories
You’ll find associations for nearly every type of business or industry that you can imagine.
Identify those associations to which your prospects and customers may belong.
Associations know the value of their membership bases, large or small. It’s not easy to
gain access to these members, and most associations don’t publish their membership
directories for free, but many will sell their directories.
The American Society of Association Executives (the association for association
managers) offers a list of thousands of associations searchable by name, location and
industry. You can find it at http://www.asaenet.org/AssociationSearch.cfm.
If you work for a larger company, consider asking several people to join several different
associations as individual members. The directories can be shared in the office among
people selling in different territories.
You may find success in the group if you position yourself as the expert provider for your
product or service, and become active in the association by taking on committee and
leadership responsibilities.

Yellow Pages
We’re not talking about working through the yellow pages. The idea here is to use the
yellow pages to identify professionals that may be part of a larger organization. Doctors,
lawyers, CPAs, etc., may list themselves separately in the yellow pages, as well as with the
name of the firm or practice to which they belong.
Identifying these individuals can help you reach high net worth individuals and
professionals who value other professional services.

Key Decision Makers in the News
Newspaper and magazine articles often quote key decision makers, either about their
companies, industry trends, or community events. You’ll find the name, company and
title, and then you can go to the company website (or one of the business information or
list providers) to find the contact information. Depending on your territory, read local or
national publications carefully to find these quotes.
You may also find it helpful to set up a Google News Alert, which will send articles related
to your industry to your email inbox every day or just once a week. First, identify a list of
terms associated with your product or service. Then search those terms at Google News.
On the results page, in the left column, you’ll see a link for “News Alerts.” Simply click that
link, and the next page will guide you through the set-up process.
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Expert Testimonials
Seminar materials, company websites and brochures, and books often feature
testimonials from key executives in well-known companies who can be valuable
contacts for you. The people quoted are often mid-level managers and the hands-on
people who attend industry events and work with customers and suppliers. These are
people you want to know, but may not find mentioned on a company website.
Sometimes they’ll be the final decision maker and other times they be an influencer.
Type the word “seminar” into any search engine (Google, Yahoo!, MSN, etc.) and you’ll
find pages of companies offering professional and personal development seminars. Add
an industry term and you can narrow your results. Then review seminar programs for
topics that may interest your customers, and look for the “what our attendees say”
section. You’ll find name, title and company, and then you can go to the company
website to find the basic contact information (or one of the business information or list
providers).
Review your competitors’ websites for testimonials as well. Review websites for
companies that sell other products or services your customers need. You may find a
testimonials section, or just a few quotes scattered on the homepage or throughout the
site. Again, you’ll find name, title and company, and then you can go to the company
website to find the basic contact information.
Go to a bookstore or library and locate industry-specific books that might interest your
customers (you can search by topic on www.amazon.com to compile of list of titles
before you go). Then review the covers and the first few pages for quotes. As before,
you’ll find name, title and company, and then you can go to the company website to
find the basic contact information.
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PART 2: Acquiring difficult accounts
The new sales reality
Companies today are under intense pressure to deliver ever-increasing shareholder
value. As a result, they’re in a continual state of flux. Reorganizations and rightsizing are
everyday occurrences as these firms struggle to find the optimal way to grow revenue or
cut costs.
Stressed-out decision makers have far too much to do with fewer resources and in less
time. Their calendars are booked solid, as they run from meeting to meeting or put out
the fires that inevitably pop up. Quite literally, they “haven’t got time for the pain”. Even
if the status quo is less than desirable, they’ll stick with it as long as they can.
How does that impact the sales cycle? On the front end, sellers are having an
increasingly difficult time setting up meetings. Corporate decision makers rarely answer
the phone, roll all calls to voicemail and seldom call anyone back. Additionally, there is a
“price of admission” for getting into these accounts. Buyers expect sellers to have a
working knowledge of their organization. As a result, Client Directors must invest time up
front to understanding a company’s structure, business objectives, challenges, market
trends and more. It can sometimes take a while to arrange that first appointment with
that large corporate account.
Even when companies commit to implementing a change initiative, the sales cycle may
take longer than it used to. Corporate decision makers are risk averse; they’ve seen too
many colleagues lose their jobs in the past few years. As a consequence, more people
get involved in the process, more competitors are evaluated and stronger business cases
are needed to justify decisions. And priorities can switch overnight when third-quarter
earnings are less than expected.
So, that’s the reality of dealing with larger corporate businesses. To be effective in
cracking into corporate accounts and speeding up sales velocity, a different approach
is necessary. The rest of this chapter explains the strategies required for optimum impact.

Thinking about triggering events
Organizational change creates urgent and compelling needs. So do changes in the
business environment. These “triggering events” create openings for the Trade Exchange
service and its various targeted solutions. They have cascading effects throughout the
company, causing existing decisions to be revisited and the emergence of new
priorities. Not only that, but there’s an urgency to take action. The status quo needs to
change in order for the firm to achieve its objectives
As an example, let’s take a merger scenario. When this occurs, here are just a few ideas
of where sales opportunities might be created:
•

In Marketing, help may be needed with rebranding, go-to-market strategies, product
launch, PR support and collateral development.
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•

•
•
•

In Information Technology, the company is sure to be struggling with integration
and/or capacity issues. New strategies may be planned for leveraging its Web
presence. Business units will be clamouring for application development.
In the Sales area, there’s likely to be channel conflict, compensation issues, territory
realignments to understand and the need to train people on new products.
In Human Resources, help may be needed with staffing, downsizing or outplacement.
Disparate benefits may create problems that need resolution.
In Manufacturing, “lean” initiatives are likely to be under way as well as supply chain
consolidation.

During mergers, new leaders often emerge with different perspectives and priorities. Plus
many existing contracts will be open for re-evaluation in the near future.
A much less corporate-shaking triggering event is the announcement of office
relocation. Whenever that happens, there’s a potential need for new:
•
•
•

Office equipment: phones, security systems, copiers, computer systems
Business services: staffing, accounting, legal, consulting
Special services: moving companies, relocation, catering, interior design

And that’s just a smattering of opportunities that could exist when a company decides to
move offices.
When you really start to think about these triggering events, opportunities pop out. You
can start focusing your sales efforts on organizations that can really use any of Trade
Exchange’s members products and services right now – not sometime in the near future.
Here are additional internal and external triggering events to watch for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Poor quarterly earnings – or stellar results
New product/service announcements
New management or ownership
Name changes; new positioning
Venture capital funding
Expansion into new market segments
Opening up new geographies
Real estate and construction activity
Layoffs, downsizings and rightsizings
IPOs (initial public offerings)
New relationships, affiliations, partnership activity
Personnel changes in key positions
New customers; lost customers
Job openings
Corporate relocations
Natural disasters
Legislative changes: new laws, regulations
Changes in the competitive landscape
Trends impacting customer bases
Bankruptcy
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Use this list of triggering events to stimulate your thinking. What’s more important is that
you identify the triggering events that will generate additional trade and/or whose
goods/services you can easily locate and bring on board as new members.

Discovering triggering events
To home in on the triggering events that can slash the sales cycle, it’s imperative that you
analyze the needs of the current market. Below are three strategies you can use to
identify those triggering events most relevant to the Trade Exchange product/service.
1. Identify common goals, objectives and strategic imperatives.
In reviewing local businesses, it’s highly unlikely that you’ll find that they are pursuing a
specific direction that created opportunities for the Trade Exchange offering. Perhaps
instead they are focused on areas such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Entering new markets
Growing sales, revenue or market share
Improving operational efficiency
Shrinking time-to-market
Outsourcing non-essential functions
Collecting debt
Recession proofing their business
Accessing interest free credit
Etc…

2. Determine common challenges and issues.
Another way to find your triggering events is to look at the issues that businesses are
struggling with. Perhaps they are facing issues such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Declining profitability
Increased competition and pricing pressures
Changes in customer requirements
Ensuring compliance
Finding and keeping top talent
Inefficient processes
Poor productivity
And so on…

3. Review precipitating events on fast-moving customers.
Take a look at your current members who have taken action quickly versus those
who are still trying to determine if making a change is a good decision. Again, there
are likely commonalities. Ask yourself questions such as:
•
•

“What happened inside their company that created or added to their sense of
urgency?”
“Was there something happening in their external environment that caused them
to suddenly take action?”
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Put your alert system on autopilot
Since many of these triggering events are newsworthy, savvy Client Directors will
continually look out for them. They’re well aware that they can be leveraged as foot-inthe-door strategies. Then, using technology, they implement an alert system that enables
them to be notified when:
•

Targeted prospects are mentioned in the news.
This enables Client Directors to keep abreast of potential developments that may be
occurring in accounts that they’d love to land as new members. In this case, they’ll
enter specific companies’ names in their search terms. Some companies now include
RSS feeds on their Web sites to make this notification easier.

•

Triggering events occur in non-identified prospects.
Set search parameters to include keywords such as merger, acquisition, supply chain
consolidation, venture funding, new product launch, layoff, reorganization, new VP
of Sales, contracts awarded or restatement of earnings.

The internet is a veritable goldmine of information about triggering events and targeted
companies. The biggest challenge for sellers is finding relevant sales intelligence. It’s easy
to get lost for hours searching for those golden nuggets when using popular search
engines.
Creating news alerts with Google
Google offers a unique system which allows you to register key-words and have relevant
current news delivered directly to your email on a daily basis.
To set up your own Google News Alerts, just visit http://www.google.com/news, and click
on "Create a News Alert" in the right column.
A simple box on the next screen will allow you
to enter the terms you'd like to search, your
company name, for example, and the type of
search you'd like to perform. In the associated
drop-down, you can choose from a number
of options from News, Blogs, the Web, Google
Groups...
Typically it is best to choose "Comprehensive"
to ensure that you capture everything about
the brands you are researching. In some
cases, where there is too much traffic, you
can set up separate alerts for blogs, and
news, for the same alert search term.

Capitalizing on triggering events
When you adopt a “triggering events” mindset, cracking into new accounts gets
exponentially easier. Your sales efforts become focused on companies that have a high
likelihood of needing the Trade Exchange solution right now. You know that they’re
likely to
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experience problems or challenges that are best suited by the Trade Exchange range of
offerings. Or perhaps they are trying to achieve the same goals. In short, there’s an
immediate alignment between the Trade Exchange offering and their business needs
today – not in six months or two years.
Once a triggering event hits your radar screen, extend your search immediately,
collecting as much data as you can about the organization, its goals, challenges and
objectives. This gives you greater context about what’s occurring in the account. Then
step back from it all and ask yourself:
•
•
•
•

Which area of the Trade Exchange service is most applicable to their needs?
What difference will this offering make?
How can I help them achieve their business objectives?
What impact has our offering had on other customers who experienced similar
triggering events?

At this point, the key is to craft an account-entry strategy that incorporates their
triggering event and clearly articulates the business outcomes that Trade Exchange can
deliver.
Remember that your own exuberance in uncovering an ideal opportunity may create
troubles for you. An email which says “I’ve just been to your Web site and our company is
a perfect fit for your services!” may show excitement but is not a suitable way to
approach a prospect.

Building lead information
This process centres on developing an account plan for each lead. The account plan
contains the following information:
•

Prospect company name

•

Date initiated first contact

•

Brief description of the prospect’s need

•

Brief description of the proposed solution

•

The dollar amount of the proposed solution

•

Quarter in which budget is allocated

•

Quarter in which an order is projected to be closed

•

Names, email addresses, phone numbers and rating for:
o

The technical influencer(s)—this is the person who is the prospect’s lead
technical staff who has to buy into the proposed solution, what it will take
them to implement the solution, how it fits in their environment and how
well it solves their problem. It is critical to get the technical influencers on
your side early on as they can become a strong advocate (or road block)
toward getting an order. If you are successful, the technical influencers
will look like heroes once the solution is in place.
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o

o

o

The internal customer—this is the person who has the need and wants to
get it solved. Usually this person is in a management role or has been
given a specific mandate to fill the need.
The coach—this is a person who works for the prospect who wants to see
you succeed and provides feedback on how things are going, gives
heads up on local politics and can provide back door information.
The buyer—this is the person whose approval is needed to generate an
order. It has to be someone with sufficient level of spending power to
approve the order. Depending on the size of the prospect, this may be
the CEO, the CFO or a divisional VP/Director.

•

Simple organization chart that shows how the different people relate to one another
in the prospects organization.

•

History of contact (phone calls, evaluations, meetings, etc.) in reverse chronological
order so that the most recent contact is at the top.

•

Plan to convert to order: this is a set of steps that shows how the prospect will be
moved forward to an order. It includes presentations, evaluations, etc. toward
building confidence. The plan needs a target date, actual date and an owner for
each step in the plan.

•

List of issues: these are the obstacles that are in the way together with a proposed
action to resolve the issue. For each issue, there is an owner, target date and actual
date resolved.

In summary
You can shorten your sales cycle! Focus your sales efforts on companies experiencing
triggering events that create immediate needs for the Trade Exchange offering. They
need help – much more than you can imagine. Often when you read about
triggering events, corporate decision makers are still undecided about how to
address the situation. They’re typically not looking at multiple vendors. Sellers who
can bring them ideas, insights and information into the issues they’re facing are seen as
invaluable assets.
When you initiate contact with the corporate decision maker, mention the triggering
event, your understanding of their challenges and the difference you can make. Don’t
talk about our solution. That’s irrelevant. They’re only interested in the business outcomes
they can get from using our service, so keep focus there.
When you do that, the doors to these opportunities will swing wide open and you’ll be
welcomed with open arms.
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